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About This Game

Missileman Origins is a retro-esque action-platformer set in a world where robots and humans co-exist as civilians. Missileman
himself is a humble bot that wishes he could, one day, become a hero. He knows he has the potential to be one, but it's never
fully realized just how capable he would be. His father, Dr. James Qworp, is one among a few scientists to bring together a

particular group of robots (Missileman included) to set up the first ever school for them! Things don't quite go as planned, as
chaos occurs when both the scientists and bots least expect it. Could Missileman be the one to keep things under control and

find out where evil is being generated?

The gameplay itself consists of running, jumping, and shooting, as well as whatever else would occur throughout the game's
levels.

And when the game doesn't focus on the action and gameplay, it will bring various characters and personality to the spotlight
with dialogue exchanges and cutscenes all utilizing text boxes. There will be six levels, each with a solid length, variety (as well

as the in-game ABSO Robo High school to explore) and many other surprises!

-SIX WIDE, ACTION-PACKED LEVELS AND BOSSES!!
-INTERACT WITH OTHER CHARACTERS AND OBJECTS!!

-EXPLORE AND FIND HIDDEN SECRETS!!
-ONLY $1.99 - TRADING CARDS AND OTHER COMMUNITY ITEMS INCLUDED!!

Note: If you use gaming controllers, it is recommended to use a program (such as Joy-to-Key) to manually configure support for
this game.
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PROS: Interesting story, you have the ability to shoot, short but sweet.

CONS: short but sweet, wish they would have included more enemy variety and or\/ bosses.

B+. Don't let the simplicity fool you, this game packs a punch with its fast paced, action packed, and "wow" inducing gameplay.
All packaged in a familiar, clean game. Is it Pong? Not quite. Mechanics like gravity, tethering, and goal shields add completely
new layers to a game that's easy for anyone to pick up.

Grab a couch and get ready to be a little too invested in this new local multiplayer experience, just like the old days. It's nothing
short of a blast.. I wouldn´t like to recommend that game. The graphics naaaa... hitboxes naaaa. Addicting card game that
eliminates the maddening tendencies of most TCGs. Everyone gets the same deck, more or less, so money won't buy you special
cards. There's an active multiplayer community and is a great game solo as well. Incredibly simple, but really works.. For the
DLC, u have to restart the game and then use it!. I played it for 5 minutes and then it tried to make me do maths.
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Buy world of goo instead and save money on this. It's a poor mobile world of goo clone.
The port is badly made. While UI is not best suited for desktop, it is fine. But there are no settings whatsoever, beside muting
sound effects and music. No volume slider, resolution, fullscreen mode, nothing.

And if that wasn't bad enough, the game itself is not even fun. It feels more like a chore. Ropes don't reach very far, and you
can't latch a new piece directly onto the rope, noooo. You have to grab the rope and connect it to the piece. Then we have shady
character controls. You have to move rats manually across the bridge once it's done, and I don't mean just click a button and off
they go. No, you must pick exactly where they'll go. And if it's a node a bit further away, they'll take the most direct path. Who
cares if there's a sawmill of death in the way. A slight touch with the corner of their ear ,and it's game over, and then you have
to rebuild the whole bridge, but to finish the level, they must almost cover that cheese.

Sorry but with all those problems this game is just not worth it. Even at 2 bucks.. This is indeed very much inspired by Hexcells.
There are more mechanics, but it follows the same rule that every level has a solution that can be figured out without guessing.

If you liked Hexcells, get this, you'll like this one too.

Visuals are very utilitarian, I think revamping those would go a long way in making this game a lot more successful. It currently
doesn't look like a game that's worth $10, but I think it is.

The tutorial is not that great. I would have preferred a tutorial that was more "baked" into the game, there's too much text for
my liking. Stay the course, just give it 10 minutes to go through a few levels and it'll get you hooked.

Music is ok, a bit repetitive.

Overall, a great puzzle game with some execution flaws on the outside.. I miss this game so much, R.I.P to a great game.. It
makes sense to have it if you have London-Brighton, but DTG sounds are poor. Don't waste your time buy this then the AP
sound pack.. This game is pretty basic and would greatly benefit from some extra gameplay mechanics.
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